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Millennials are twice as likely to share their toothbrush than share their phone

Source: 02 mobile report
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46%

What percentage of people would rather go without a toothbrush for a week than their mobile device?

Source: Unisys



We no longer go online. We live online.



Short Attention Span

. Our attention span 
has decreased to 

eight seconds₁
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We check our phones 160 times a day
In IE 
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On luas, check email 
for sales  
this weekend
5:29pm

At bus stop, listen 
to new music 
playlist 
8:30am

Search for and book 
EP tickets on 
website
11:36am

Browse festival 
styles on 
YouTube
7:15pm

Use torch app to 
find dropped 
earring 
11:09pm

Use maps to get 
directions to Bunsen 
Burger1:13pm

At lunch, play 
Pokemon Go while 
waiting in line
1:33pm

Wake up and  
check today’s 
weather in 
Google Now- 
It’s raining!
6:50am

Buy festival tote 
for Electric 
Picnic 
next weekend
On Shopping
11:15pm

On the bus, 
read about EP 
lineup on website
8:42am

I want to go to Electric Picnic...





I-Want-to-Know I-Want-to-Go I-Want-to-Buy

They use their smartphone in 
a variety of different ways

85% access search 
engines on a weekly 

basis

22% look up maps 
and directions on a 

weekly basis

14% purchase products and 
services on a weekly basis 



Mobile Only World Shorter Attention Span Need for Speed

. Our attention span has 
decreased to eight seconds₁
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53%
abandon if a

site takes >3 sec
to load¹

47%
expect a page

to load in <2 sec²

52%
say fast load time 

is important to 
brand loyalty²
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                            How fast is fast?
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Business impact of speed
Page speed is a ranking 
signal in Google’s organic 
search results (blog post)2% slower = 2% fewer searches/user

100ms faster = 1% more revenue

80% faster = 108% increase in 
ads interaction rate

Consider what you can 
start measuring to help 
identify the results of 
your own performance 
work.

http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2010/04/using-site-speed-in-web-search-ranking.html
http://assets.en.oreilly.com/1/event/29/Keynote%20Presentation%202.pdf
http://radar.oreilly.com/2008/08/radar-theme-web-ops.html
http://digiday.com/publishers/gq-com-cut-page-load-time-80-percent/
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Test my Site now provides a central tool for guidance



Looking to the future…..
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Progressive Web Apps
(PWA)
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Source: Google Search Trends

The future of fast: amp’ed up
Adobe Analytics



Our biggest opportunity is the smallest 
moments

Thank You


